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Your Shield Against Cyber Threats,
Cloud Chaos, Staff Departures, and
Technology Overload.

Don't Ditch Your
HTI Advantage:

Congratulations on Embracing the Cloud! Stay Fully Protected with the HTI Advantage: Your Shield
Against Cyber Threats, Cloud Chaos, Staff Departures, and Technology Overload. Remember – switching to a
general cloud provider doesn’t mean leaving HTI behind!  A dental specific IT company understands the
importance of the integration of all of your peripherals such as digital imaging, cameras, microscopes, digital
impression scanners and Cone beam technologies.  Remember, cloud-based software support only covers,
well, software. Your dental practice still relies on computers, internet, and phone systems that need consistent,
reliable operation.

That's where HTI comes in. We offer holistic IT support that goes beyond the cloud, ensuring seamless
integration and optimal performance for every aspect of your practice's technology infrastructure.

Here is how:

1. Fortifying Your Cloud Against Cyber Attacks:

•  Cybersecurity SWAT team at your service! We monitor your cloud environment like hawks, safeguarding
     your sensitive patient data from evolving threats.

•  Layered security measures keep you HIPAA-compliant and protected, no matter what new technologies
     you adopt.

Your security is even more crucial since your entire staff will be on the internet all day.

2. Optimizing Workflows, Minimizing Downtime:

•  Cloud chaos? Not on our watch! We'll optimize your workflows and integrations, ensuring seamless
     operations and boosted productivity.
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Remember:
The cloud is a vast ocean of possibilities. HTI is your trusted partner, navigating the risks and

ensuring your dental practice thrives in the ever-evolving digital landscape.�

•  We keep your practice running smoothly, even when the unexpected happens.

3. Dedicated Dental Expertise, Not Generic Support:

•  Dental fluency is our superpower! We offer personalized training and ongoing support tailored to your
     unique software and workflows.

Cloud based software support is just that, support for your PM software. What about the things that are not
kept within the cloud PM including  Staff information, payroll info, banking info,  private info on doctor’s
computers your cloud company is not monitoring or giving support or backing up we do!  

4. Securing Your Data Even When Staff Say Goodbye:

•  Staff turnover won't leave your data vulnerable. We implement strict access controls and data encryption
     to keep information secure, even during personnel changes.

•  Seamless transitions. We help you maintain data integrity and ensure smooth access handover, no matter
     who comes or goes.

5. Embracing New Technology with Confidence:

•  The future of dentistry is here! HTI helps you integrate new technologies seamlessly, maximizing their
     value and boosting your practice's capabilities.

•  No learning curve nightmares! We provide expert guidance and training to empower your team to master
     new tools and workflows.

Don't downgrade your security and expertise. Keep your HTI advantage and face the cloud, staff changes,
and new technologies with confidence. Contact us today and discover how we can elevate your cloud
experience, from secure migration to ongoing protection, growth, and innovation.


